
Citizen/Community Science 

Why?  Get your students out and doing science.  Students can share their findings with researchers and 

collect data to answer their own questions. 

Tips for Getting Started 

 Participate as an individual first. 

 Check the terms.  

 Get to know how the data is being used. 

 Keep it simple. 

 Plan time for both observing and sharing data. 

 Monitor participation for quality. 

 Share the results with students. 

Questions for choosing a project:  What is your goal?  Long term or short term?  Can the project be 

repeated?  Is the data mostly for you or is the goal to share?  Is technology or an internet connection 

required? 
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Projects 

iNaturalist (app):  Observe anything alive (and wild).  Observations are visible to the whole iNaturalist 

community to confirm and improve accuracy of identifications.  Researchers can pull data sets of 

interest to them. 

eBird (app):  Record bird observations on a checklist by date and location.  These observations are not 

subject to a check for accuracy.  Data is used to track bird distribution and migrations. 

Whatsinyourbackyard.org (mail):  Send a soil sample to the University of Oklahoma.  They are looking 

for fungi with medicinal value and grow the fungi present in the sample to test. 

Schoolofants.org (mail):  Collect ants following a simple protocol and send them in for identification.  

This project is studying the biodiversity of ants. 

Scistarter.org (website):  Search tool for citizen science projects.  You can search projects near you and 

by specific topics. 
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